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Zagreb, Croatia is very happy with Google Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich. But unlike most ICS adopters he feels that ICS is
definitely not for his desktop computer. Ante Florijancic isn’t happy with his desktop computer, it’s a Dell Latitude D630
laptop. According to Florijancic the desktop doesn’t support any of the new ICS features, like 4 new UI features or the ability to
do a “double-tap-to-zoom”. “I started using ICS because I really liked the new UI features, and I also liked the fact that ICS
supported multitouch gestures on the desktop. But I started to feel a little bit unhappy about using ICS for my desktop,” he says.
“While I am using an Android phone or tablet, I can live without most of the new UI features – including the new lock screen –
and I can do the “double-tap-to-zoom” in almost any app.” Florijancic knows that his problem isn’t that all of the new ICS
features are for touch screen devices, but the fact that only the touch screen devices have ICS. So why not go for ICS on a
desktop computer as well? “But the problem with ICS on the desktop is that most of the new UI features do not have an
equivalent on the desktop, including the new lock screen. So if you want to use the new lock screen on the desktop you need to
use Windows Vista or Windows 7,” Florijancic says. “I tried to install Windows 7 on the desktop computer – at first I got the
Windows Vista interface and then I switched to Windows 7. But the problem is that if you install Windows 7 and then try to
install an Android app, Windows 7 creates a shortcut for it in your start menu. So when you open the Android app it goes to the
Windows 7 start menu, not to the Android start menu.” “So you get two start menus – an Android one 82157476af
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